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Abstract 

A formulism for scattering a broad band high frequency pulse from a randomly rough surface of n penetrable oceanic 
sediment is developed and used to investiyate the ability of local cosine transform (LCT) rime-frequency (TF) 
representations to distinguish between randomly rough surfaces with different statistics. 

1. Introduction 
It is of interest to classify surface texture or roughness remotely using broad band acoustic scattering. In this paper, the 

interest is in classification of roughness on the surface of penetrable oceanic sediments. Previously[l,2], a T-matrix 
formalism was used to calculate broad band LFM scattering from an elastic sediment with periodic surface roughness. An 
adaptive windowed local cosine transform (LCT) was used to construct time-frequency (TF) representations of the time 
series and it was shown that this type of TF representation could distinguish between two different types of periodic 
roughness. In this paper, high frequency broad band scattering from penetrable sediments with random surface roughness 
is calculated and the ability of local cosine based TF representations of the scattered field time series to distinguish 
between rough surfaces with different statistics is explored. 

It is assumed that a stationary source array is located in a homogeneous, isotropic, and non-viscous fluid half space 
bounded below by a semi-infinite penetrable sediment half space with a randomly rough surface. The surface roughness 
profile G(x',y') is assumed to be a realization of a zero mean Gaussian random process with an RMS height h and 
correlation lengths I, and 1, along the x- and y-axes. The fluid half space is denoted medium (I)  and the sediment half 

( 1 )  
space is denoted medium (2). In the fluid half space, the compressional Lame parameter is 1") , the mass density is p , 

2 ( 1 )  2 the p-wave speed is c") 2=h(') lp(l) , and the p-wave vector is k") with k'l) 2=0 Ic . Although scattering from sound 
hard, viscous fluid, viscoelastic solid, and fluid saturated poroelastic solid sediments was modeled, in this paper, 
numerical results are shown for a viscoelastic solid only. In the viscoelastic solid sediment, the Lame parameters are h(2) 

2 
and p(2) , the mass density is p(2' . the p and s wave speeds are, respectively, $ 2=(k2)+2J2i )I$') and ci2) and 

2 2 (2) 2 cy)  2=p) lp(2) ). and the p and s wave vectors are, respectively, kr) with x:) 2==w21cr' and kp' with k" =0 Ics . 

It is assumed that the source is a planar array and to orient and locate the array, two coordinate systems are considered: 
A reference coordinate system is located in the mean plane of the rough interface and is designated xi yi zi with origin Oi 

and a second coordinate system is located in the plane of the array and 1s designated, x, y, z, with orlgin 0, . The x, and 

y, axes are in the plane of the array and are parallel, respectively, to the width and length of the array and the z, axis is 

normal to the x, y, plane and in the direction of the main lobe of the beam. Initially both coordinate systems are 

coincident and colinear. First, the source is displaced from the origin oi and then it is oriented so that the z, -axis is along 

a radius vector is from 0, to Oi . The rotation of the z, -axis is accomplished by performing a counterclockwise 

rotation by an angle I$, about the z, -axis followed by a second counterclockwise rotation by an angle x+B, about the y, - 
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axls In t h ~ s  analys~s, the source IS located on the negatlve x, -axis so that $, =.n 

It IS assumed that In the far field the source pressure field can be expressed In the tollowlng lndnnel 

--m 

w~th  
(1) ( 1 )  . . 

p (L,iq,w) =PoD,(:,w) l r - r s l  /47tli -if 1 
(Ib) 

The quantlty DJ; ,w) IS the source beam pattern and In t h ~ s  paper, a Gausslan beam IS con\~deled When D,(; .w) 15 

projected onto the mean plane of the ~nterface ~t IS glven by 

D'," (2.w) = ~ X ~ [ - ( X ' / X ) ~ ]  exp[- ( y ' ~ ) 2 ]  (2a) 
w~th  

X = r, ~ I c o s 8 ~  , (2b) 

X = kmin Xmax Ik 
and 

The angles x and $ are, respectively, the beam widths measured from the z, -axis in the z, -xs and z, -ys planes and the 

angles, xmaX and $,,, are the maximum values of these angles and occur when k=klnil, . The beam pattern D,(i , a )  is 
(i) obtaind from D, (?;w) by setting cos8, =I. 

The quantlty ~ ( " ( o )  1s the Fourier transform of the incldent pulse ~ ( " ( t )  and In this papel, watterlng ot a l~near 
frequency modulated (LFM) pulse is cons~dered so that 

T ( ~ )  (t) = 

with o(t)=27t(fmi, +tAf/z). The parameter z is the pulse width, fIni, is the lowest frequency in the pulse, and Af is the 
bandwidth. 

The scattered field is synthesized from its spectrum uslng an inverse Fourier transform so that 
m 

(s) . . I S )  . - -iwt 
p (r,r,;t) =z;; d w ~ ( ' ) ( w ) p  (r,rs;w) 

[s) . . 
The quantity p (r,r,;w) is the Fourier spectrum of the scattered pressure field and is calculated using a Kirchhoff 
scattering formalism. 

2. Kirchhoff Scattering for a Randomly Rough Interface 

2.1 Scattering Theory: CW Scattering 
Since scattering from a randomly rough surface in the Kirchhoff approximation has been treated by many authors [3-51, 

the details of the formalism used in this paper are briefly reviewed. The pressure field scattered from the rough interface is 
given by the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff integral: 

The quantity p(+)(?,w) is the total field evaluated in the limit in which the interface is appronchetl from the fluid half 



space and g(i' , i  ;a(') ) is the free space scalar Green function. The vectors i and i' are, respectively, vectors to a feld 

point and to a point on the surface. The unit vector G(i') is normal to the interface and is given by 

~ ( i . 1  = [P -ax,<(xe,yq)$ -ay,~xq.yn)$ I{ ~ + ~ a ~ , ~ ( ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ i ~ + [ a ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~  (6) 

and ds'= dx'dy' { ~ + [ a ~ , ~ ( x ' , y ' ) ] ~ + [ a  . ~ ( ~ ' , y ' ) ] ~ ] ~  and is an infinitesimal area element on the interface. 
Y 

The far-field approximation for the Green function and incident field evaluated on the rough surface are constructed in 
the Fraunhoffer approximation and are given by 

and 
( I )  .- ( 1 )  .(s)*., 

g(? ,i ;k ) = ,i(k r-k r /4m. 

The wave vectors k(i) and k(S) are , respectively, the wave vectors for the incoming and outgoing waves. 

Since scattering from a rough interface in the Fraunhoffer approximation is valid only when the source insonifies a 
relatively small area on the interface, the interface is located in the far field of the source array with r, > A, /A, for all 

frequencies of interest (A, is the planar area c.f the source array.), r'lr, << I, and r'lr << I for all r'. To be able to maintain 
the validity of the Fraunhoffer approximation and to obtain a computationally tractable numerical solution, the formalism 
is limited to narrow beam source arrays. 

In the Kirchhoff approximation, it is assumed that the surface field and its normal derivative are given by 
(+) . A "(i) (i) p ( r ' , ~ )  = [I+R(rS ,k )] p (?,is;") 

and 

A A(i) . In Eqs. (8a) and (8b), R(r' ,k ) 1s the plane wave amplitude reflection coefficient for a planar interface. In this paper, 
scattering from a viscoelastic solid sediment is calculated so that 

A A(i) 
R(r' .k ) = (A-B)l(A+B) 

with 

and 

K:' = k:) + i w ,  18683. 

The quantities kg) and kk2) are, respectively, the wave numbers for the pressure and shear waves in the sediment nnd a P 

and a< are the corresponding log decrement attenuations. It is important to note that slnce the reflection coefficient 
depends on the local angle of incidence, it depends on the surface derivative as well ;IS the plane wave angle of incidence. 
Therefore, when Eqs. (6)-(8) are used in the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff integral, the numerical evaluation of the resulting 
integral is complicated by the fact that the integrand depends on the surface derivatives. To simplify the evaluation of this 
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* "(1) integral, it is assumed that for narrow beams and small surface slopes R(r' ,k ) is approximately constant on the 
insonified portion of interface and may be evaluated by using the mean angle of ~nc~dellce at the interface. For   so tropic 
surface roughness, the mean slope angle of the interface is y = tan" ($ hll) , where 1 is the correlation length [ 5 ] .  Then 
the surface derivatives are eliminated by performing an integration by parts and the resulting expression for the scattered 
pressure field is 

with 

a = {[I+R(? .c") 11 t'" + [I-R(? ,c'" )I L"' 

(i) (s) A = (k -k ), , 
( 1 Oe) 

(0 (s) B = (I; -I; )), , 
(100 
and 

c = (@') -k(') lZ , 

In Eq. (IOa), terms involving derivatives of the projected beam pattern have been omitted. For a Gaussian beam, these 
( 1 )  terms can be omitted when 2k(l) AX >>I and 2k AY>>I. 

2.2 Rough Surface Realizations 
A two dimensional generalization of the technique used by Thorsos[5] was used to construct two dimensional 

realizations of a rough surface with Gaussian statistics. The surface height is given by 

where the spectral amplitude F(K,, ,Ky, ) is given by 

F(Kxm ,Kyn ) = 2 LxLyW(Kxm,Kyn) 

(I la) 

with cos$ = NI(O,I) , sin$ = N2(0,1) , K,,,, =2nm/L, , and Ky, =2nn/Ly . When m<O or n<O. F(K,.,, ,K,, ) = F y K  ,,,, 
,Ky, ) SO that <(x',Y') is real. The lengths L, and Ly are, respectively, the lengths along the x- and y-axes of the 
insonified area on the mean plane of the interface, c is the correlation coefficient, and NI(O,I) and N2(0,1) are 

independent samples from a zero mean unit variance Gaussian distribution. The quantity W(K,,,, ,Kyn ) is the two 
dimensional Gaussian roughness spectrum is given by 

and is normalized such that I dff W(K ) = h2 -- 



3. Adaptive Windowed Local Cosine Transform 
An adaptive windowed local cosine transform[7] is used to construct TF representat~ons of the scattered field time 

series. The time series are segmented or windowed in time so that the resolution in the TF plane is limited by the 
uncertainty principle which is expressed by the fact that the time-bandwidth product is constant i.e., AtAf 2 I. The time- 
bandwidth product describes a Heisenberg cell and the ensemble of Heisenberg cells provides a tiling of the TF plane. 
The TF representation of a signal is displayed graphically in a TF plane in which the Heisenberg cells are shaded in 
proportion to the T F  spectral amplitude: 

In this paper, the segmentation or windowing process is used adaptively to construct a near optimal segmentation 
which is equivalent to a near-optimal localization in time and frequency. An optimal segmentation minimizes the number 
of large amplitude Heisenberg cells and the shaded area in the graphical display of the T-F representation. To obtain an 
optimal segmentation in time, the time series is segmented following a dyadic tree structure. The optimal distribution of 
windows is obtained by comparing the TF representation of the time series using two adjacent intervals with that 
produced by their union. The optimal window is the one that for a fixed number of largest coefficients maximizes energy 
or minimizes entropy. An optimal segmentation consists of a distribution of windows obtained from different levels of the 
dyadic tree and its graphical display is characterized by Heisenberg cells with different aspect ratios. A best level 
representation is obtained by using an optimal uniform segmentation, i.e., a single level within the dyadic tree structure, 
and its graphical display is characterized by Heisenberg cells with a constant aspect ratio. 

The novel feature of the adaptive windowed LCT used in this paper is the bell shaped window wi(t) introduced bv 

Coifman and Meyer [81. On the interval Ij = [aj ] with length I, , wj(t) satisfies the following conditions: 

wj(t) = ~ ~ . ~ ( 2 a ~ + ~ - t )  , 
and 

2 2 wj (t) +wj.,(t) =I It-a, I 2  cj . 

The windows that satisfy the conditions in (13) extend beyond the interval Ii and provide a smooth and symmetrical 
overlap with adjacent windows. 

The LCT basis functions introduced in [4] are given by 

u, (t) = fi W, (t) cos[n(k+l/2)(t-9 )/Ij 1. 
J.k 

The basis functions u. (t) are orthonormal not only within the interval Ij , but throughout the TF plane. It can be shown 
1.k 

2 that if a function f(t) E L (R) , then it can be represented in the following manner: 

with 

ai-Ej 9 
and 

The effect of the window wj(t) is evident in (15) where it is shown that the energy In the overlap reglon is folded back 

into the interval Ij and the function sj(t) is projected out from f(t) and onto the basis functions. Using the representation 
given in (lSa), a signal can be represented by an optimal TF spectrum that can he ~rscll to reconstruct the signal. In 
addition, the Heisenberg cells are disjoint, there is no energy leakage between ;~c!ji~cent cells, and the uncertainty principle 
is obeyed. 
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4. Numerical Considerations and Parameters 

When Eqs. (1 1) and (12) are used to generate a surface realization, 1, , l y  , c, and h are input parameters however, the 

lengths of the insonified surface area, L, and Ly , need to be determined. These lengths are given by the values of x'=L, 

12 and yV=Ly I2 for which the Gaussian beam in the x and y-direction decreases by exp(-3). i.e., when exp [-(L, 1 2 ~ ) ~ ]  = 

exp[- (Ly I ~ Y ) ~ ]  = exp(-3) so that L, =2$ r, ~IcosB, and Ly =2$ r, I$. It is important to note that when 8, or r, 
change, the surface realization changes as well. However, in this analysis the same surface realization was used for all 

0 
calculations and the lengths L, and Ly were fixed at their values for 0, =30 and r, =20 m. An FFT was used to 

calculate a surface realization on a 1024x1024 grid with spatlal increments Ax=L, /1024<h/S and Ay=Ly /1024<WS 151 
To insure that the minimum spatial sampling W5 was obtained, the number of points N, = L, l(hI5) was calculated and if 

N, >1024, the calculation was not performed. The same spatial sampling was used to evaluate the integral over the 
interface. 

Although a closed form expression for the Fourier transform of an LFM pulse can be obtained, it was found that the 
( i )  FFT evaluation of T (w) was numerically more convenient. The number of time samples is N = 2" where the integer n is 

determined by dividing the time window by .he sample frequency. The time window is T and the sample frequency is the 
reciprocal of twice the highest frequency, i.e., the Nyquist frequency, so that n = In[2(f,,,i, +Af)T]/ln2+I and for =I07 and 
the parameters considered in this paper n= 17. 

Time series were calculated by evaluating the inverse Fourier transform of the product of the incident pulse and 
interface scattered field spectra. Since the calculation required a large number of spectral samples, the spectrum of the 
interface scattered field was calculated on 16 nodes of a Cray T3D. It is important to note that the spectrum of the incident 
pulse is confined to the range of positive frequencies -22-28 kHz for which the Kirchhoff approximation is valid. So that 
it is not necessary to calculate interface spectral components for frequencies for which the Kirchhoff approximation is not 
valid. 

A set of parameters was chosen for the source, the fluid half space, the rough surface, and the sediment. These 
parameters are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. In the following, these parameters remain fixed unless noted otherwise. The 
parameters for the viscoelastic sediment are for a a sandy sediment for which the p-wave speed is greater than that in the 
fluid. 

5. Results and Conclusions 

Time series and local cosine based TF representations were calculated for back scattering with 0, =Or =30' from 

surfaces with h=0.01 m and h=0.1 m with I, = I y  =0.1 m, 0.5 m, and 1.0 In. Figure I shows TF representations for 
scattering from surfaces with h=0.01 m and (al)  I=O.OIm, (a2) 1=0.5 m, and (a3) I=1.0. Figures (bl)-(h3) show similar 
results for surfaces between randomly rough surfaces with different statistics. i.e., rms surface heights and correlation 
lengths. In general, differences in the TF representations of the scatter from statistically different surfaces are not 
dramatic, however, differences are most apparent in the high frequency portion of the TF plane. This suggests that 
classification of randomly rough surfaces may be facilitated by broad band pulses whose spectrum includes frequencies 
higher than those considered here. 

It may be concluded that LCT based TF representations of broad band time series scattered from randotnly rough 
surfaces affect a data compression of the time series and that in the TF plane, scattering from randomly rough surfaces 
with different statistics can be distinguished. Although no attempt has been made to develop an algorithm to classify 
surface roughness, the results shown here Indicate that it may be useful to consider local cosine based TF representations 
as a basis for an algorithm to classify surface roughness. 
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Fig. 1. Local coslne transform time-frequency representations of LFM scattering from I-ando~nly rough surfaces with 
h=0.01 m and (a l )  I=0.1 m, (32) 1=0.5 rn, and (a3) I=! .O rn and w~th  h=O. 1 111 and ( b l )  I=O. I In. ( h2 )  1=0.5 m, and (b3) 
1=1.0 m. 
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Table 1. Source and receive parameters. 

symbol parameter value 

source 

Po incident amplitude 4rr 

distance 

8, polar ongle 

I, azimuthal angle 

&,,a, . +,, beam widths 4' 

Ds beam pattern Gaussian 

pulse width 0.2 s 

fmin min frequency 23.75 kHz 

Af bond width 2.5 kHz 
receive 

r, distance 20 m 

8, polar angle 30' 

8, azimuthal angle 180' - - - 

Table 2. Fluid, sediment, and roughness 
garameters. - 

symbol para~neter value 

sfluid 
(1) 

cp sound speed 
(1) 

pf fluid density 

sediment[9] 
(2) 

cp p-wave speed 1478.0 nJs 

a? p-wave attenuation 0.07 dB11iilkHz 

q) s-wave speed 12 1.83 1111s 

ak2) s-wave attenuation 4.474 tlB11dkHz 

(2) 
p density 1800.0 kg1ln3 

roughness 
h mean height 0.01 111 

I, =I =I coll.elation length 0.5 In Y 
c correlation coefficient 0 




